The Effect of Conjunction Flexibility on the Local Stability of Steel Thin-walled Slab Beams
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Abstract. Influence compliance of node connections are not taken into account fully in the existing calculation methods. Basically, this is because of insufficient three-dimensional interference knowledge of elements of thin-walled steel frames. In practice, the structural analysis of the LSTC is usually made with the help of design diagrams with articulated or rigid joints connection elements, therefore, real behavior of structure is not taken into account, as the compliance units may lead to substantial redistribution efforts. Researches in clarifying the design diagrams allow to calculate the steel thin-walled structures with more accuracy and to improve the economic efficiency of design solutions. Thus, the purpose of the study is to determine the qualitative and quantitative characteristics on the basis of experimental and numerical studies that affect the loss of local stability in joints, taking into account the compliance of node connections.

1 Introduction

Nowadays there is a significant increase of thin-walled molded sections from galvanized steel in the construction industry, which shows that there is an evolution of new technologies in Russia. These new technologies provide many things such as research, development, engineering, production and building of light steel thin-walled constructions (LSTC). Construction technology based on the use of thin-walled molded sections can be used independently or in cooperation with other types of building structures. This technology allows to build high-quality and cost-effective buildings in a short of time, which allows production in remote areas. Moreover this is particularly relevant in emergency response and recovery. LSTC-technology allows you to build additional structures and mansard roofs without foundations strengthening due to the small weight of the structures, as well as residential, public and industrial buildings [1, 2]. The most common theory of thin-walled calculation was developed by V.S. Vlasov [3]. Theoretical developments listed in his works [3, 4], confirmed by numerous experimental studies that uses this theory to build an engineering method for calculating thin-walled open section. Equations of sustainability have been clarified by Broude B.M. [5] and Vorobiev L.N. [6]. Calculation of thinwalled bars of the deformed scheme were studied by Vyazmenskiy S.P. [7], Beilin E.A. [8], Meshcheryakov V.B. [9]. Influence of initial imperfections on the behavior of thin-walled structure is investigated by Broude B.M. [5]. Sustainability issues of thin-walled bars were considered by Repmanom Y.V. [10]. Stability of plane bending of thin-walled, studied by Reut V.I. [11], Moulin S.M. [12], Obrazcov I.F. [13]. Development of calculation methods are devoted to Bychkov D.V. [14-
16], Gorbunov B.N. [17], Strelbitskaiya A.I. [17], Beliy G.I. [18, 19], Tusnin A.R. [20], Lalin V.V. [21, 22], Rybakov V.A. [21-24] and other scholars. Application of thermoprofiles is also studied widely [25-28]. There are a lot of impressive studies related to thin-walled bars made by hand of Russian [29-34] and foreign authors [35-42]. A large number of studies are also related to the study of node connections of thin-walled structures. Research in bolted connections and in the development of methods for their calculations are devoted to Streleckiy N.N. [43, 44], Babushkin V.M. [44, 45], Velikhov V.P. [45]. Influence on zinc covering on the work of the node connections is considered by Sotskov N.I. and Yakubov G.P. [46]. Issues of the work of node connections using rivets and screws are devoted to Orlov I.V. [47, 48], Ayrumyan E.L. [49], Ganichev S.V. [50]. Classification of node connections is shown in the article [51]. The significant gap in node connections of thin-walled structures requires research into the deformation of node connections to the thread-cutting screws [52, 53]. Due to the deformability in nodes of construction there are additional displacement and a redistribution of internal forces in the structural elements caused by deformations in the local connection area.

2 Materials and Methods

Behavior of used test pieces was equal to work of a thin walled steel slab beams. The experimental model consists of a thin walled steel beam (Type PS-150, length 800 mm), 2 profiles (type PN-154, each length 400 mm) and timber inserts. Beams of type PS-150 simulate a work of the floor slab. Profiles of type PN-154 act as a guides. Timber bars were used as an inserts to provide more stiffness for the construction and imitate angles in the beam connections. Some of the test pieces were carried out using angles for strengthening a wall of the profile. Angles fixation was situated on the distance of 200 mm from beam verges (type PS-150). All elements are connected by thread forming screw. 11 test pieces of 4 types were examined. The difference between test pieces is in profile thickness and angle stiffener (its existence or absence).

- Test pieces with the beam of a type PS-150-1.5 without angle stiffeners
- Test pieces with the beam of a type PS-150-2.0 without angle stiffeners
- Test pieces with the beam of a type PS-150-1.5 with angle stiffeners
- Test pieces with the beam of a type PS-150-2.0 with angle stiffeners

The research model is a single-span beam with a hinge support. The following hypothesis was taken for an experiment simplification: distributed load is substituted by two single forces, applied at a distance 200 mm from the supports. As a result, we have a beam situated in the conditions of pure bending, because the bending moment between two points is constant. Load increase is being carried out by steps of 100 KGS. Load scheme is shown on the Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Loading scheme](image-url)

Figure 1. Loading scheme

The aim of the experiment is to determine the critical load. Appearance of a load curve plateau (its decrease or permanence in the time of the deflection increase) is a characteristic feature of the bearing depletion and stability loss. Outward signs of the stability loss are:

The experimental unit and test pieces view is shown on the Figure 2.
Obtained values of the critical forces are shown in the table 1.

Table 1. Critical loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test piece’s type</th>
<th>$F_{kpr}$, daN</th>
<th>$F_{kr}$, daN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-1,5 without angle stiffeners</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-2,0 without angle stiffeners</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-1,5 with angle stiffeners</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-2,0 with angle stiffeners</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Critical force analysis shows that the metal thickness increase of the profile leads to bearing capacity increase (approximately 25%). Deformation type is the same in the time of the steel thickness increase. The angle stiffener installation influences a geometry change and stability loss type of the test piece, but it increases bearing capacity quite unessentially (not much that on 10%).

Let’s consider deformations which appear in the each of the different test pieces.

Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-1, 5 without angle stiffeners (Figures 3, 4): right after the load is applied, the upper board profile has a deformation and deflection, then, there is deformation under the bars, which transmit loading and profile crumple occurs. Otherwise, the lower board in curves up into the profile. At the same time, the wall under the bars is being buckled. Local stability loss starts to develop. Maximum loading is situated under the bars, transmitting the loading. Then, there are two options of the deformation development: in the direction of a central part of bended profile or in the direction of obstacles.

As deformation develops from the walls under the bars to the central part of a beam, all central parts of the beam are being buckled. In case of the deformation development towards the obstacles, in the profile connections there is a crumple of a lower wall part. Destruction is possible because of a pulling out of the thread forming screw (Figure 4). Deformation of obstacles is obtained and it is expressed by the board deformation of the profile guides.

Asymmetric deformation development is possible as well. On the one hand deformations are developing in the direction of the beam’s central cross-section; on the other hand deformations are developing in the direction of the joint.
Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-2,0 without angle stiffeners: deformations are similar to previous test pieces deformations but they are less expressed. Essential obstacle obliquity is observed as well.

Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-1,5 with angle stiffeners: (Figures 5, 6, 7): angle stiffeners essentially change the deformations behavior.

After applying load, buckling occurs under the bars, which transmit the load. By the way, deformations caused by profiles buckling essentially decrease in the beam’s central part. There is unessential bulging of the upper part of the wall. Lower part of the wall is almost not deformed.

Deformations in the direction of the obstacles have a similar behavior to the test pieces without stiffer angles: profile’s wall stays straight in the area which is close to angle stiffeners. But in the area which is far from angle stiffeners there is a fast deformation development: buckling of the lower wall part, deformation of the guide profiles, and sometimes the destruction because of a pulling out of the thread forming screws.
Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-2 with angle stiffeners: deformations are similar to those described previously, but less expressed. Essential obliquity of the obstacles is obtained.

3 Results and discussion

Intensive numerical method development of calculations allows simulation of the interaction processes of the steel thin walled constructions and make three-dimensional calculations with the required accuracy. Finite elements method is the most widely spread method [54]. Calculation was carried out in the ANSYS software. The geometrical model was created using Design Modeler, which use modern methods of the modeling plane and 3D geometry. Geometrical models are shown on the Figures 8 and 9.
Deformation behavior in the geometrical models is detailed in the table 2. Deformations of the test pieces with the different profile’s thicknesses are equal.

### Table 2. Appearance of the deformed test pieces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Calculated deformations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-1,5 without angle stiffeners; Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-2,0 without angle stiffeners</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-1,5 with angle stiffeners; Test pieces with the beam type PS-150-2,0 with angle stiffeners</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of calculations showed that collected calculated deflections and deformations are the same as measured ones. Deflections in the central sections of test pieces are similar to measured ones. Values of the same magnitude are received. Differences in values of deflections are the idealized model. Moreover it doesn’t reflect initials imperfections of test pieces. Thus there is a differences in connections: in the calculated model they are ideal but in the measured model, some test pieces a displacement of supports with an increase of stress was obtained. To increase guided profile’s roughness special bodies were set. They imitate wooden insertions but imperfections of wooden bars, used in the installation of test pieces (some of wooden bars were destroyed during the experiment), are not considered.

Deformation behavior in calculated models is similar to deformations from the experiment. Deformation of sections appeared in the time of load application – in central section and near the obstacles. The largest deformation of wall appears in the place of load transmission. Deformation behavior of profile’s boards and deformation of test profile is similar. Deformation of obstacles’ profiles are observed as well.
Thus, collected calculated forms of test pieces’ deformation allow to make a conclusion that the calculated form with high accuracy describes a deformation which appeared in the time of bearing capacity of thin-walled profiles’ loss.

Since calculated and measurable materials demonstrate obstacles’ deformability, due to guided profile boards’ deformation, that obstacles are resilient. Moreover force distribution is not the same for rough or hinge scheme of supports. The scheme of thin-walled beam’s supported in the time of node connections’ deformability is shown in the Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Scheme of thin-walled beam’s supporting with obstacle’s deformability](image)

Let’s express the relation of stresses in the end of steel thin-walled beam’s section through the coefficient $k_n$ considering deformability of node connection:

$$\frac{\sigma_{fl}}{\sigma_{at}} = k_n$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (1)

Where $\sigma_{fl}$ and $\sigma_{at}$ – direct stressed in a way of resilient and rough supporting accordingly.

Values of direct stresses in both ways could be made from the result in calculations using finite elements method. The whole construction is calculated to determine direct stresses in a way of resilient support. In a way of rough obstacles calculation for which the following is provided: besides current fixation rough support of low profile’s boards defines; its deformation is about deformability of node connection.

Typical points of thin-walled profile’s cross-section are in the Figure 11. For these points values of node connections in sections were determined. Then value of coefficient $k_n$ is calculated. In the Figure 12 there is a graph of coefficient $k_n$ for all points of section.

![Figure 11. Typical profile’s points PS](image)
According to calculations, the values of direct stresses in the end of thin-walled beam’s section is increasing allowing for the deformability of supporting profile. Total direct stress for thin-walled beams with bend is determined from the formula which takes into account bar’s rotation and warping [55]:
\[
\delta_{\text{sum}} = \delta_{\text{My}} + \delta_{\text{Mz}} + \delta_{\text{W}}
\]  
(2)

Where:
- \(\delta_{\text{My}}\) – direct stress from bending moment \(M_y\);
- \(\delta_{\text{Mz}}\) – direct stress from bending moment \(M_z\);
- \(\delta_{\text{W}}\) – direct stress from warping.

Only bending moments arise in a case of rough supporting of considering thin-walled beams in the end of profile’s section. The amount of stress from warping and rotation is not essential. Deformability of obstacle due to guided profile’s board deformation determines a big compliance of bending beam’s cross-section. In other words stress of rotation and warping has higher role.

Let’s say that coefficient \(k_n\) for each considering model is an arithmetical average of profile ambit’s coefficients (Table 3).

### Table 3. Coefficient \(k_n\) for considering test pieces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of profile</th>
<th>(1/k_n)</th>
<th>(k_n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-150-1,5 without angle stiffeners</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>1.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-150-1,5 with angle stiffeners</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>1.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-150-2,0 without angle stiffeners</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>1.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-150-2,0 with angle stiffeners</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>1.192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relation between direct stresses in a way of rough and resilient supporting is almost the same. This allows to suppose that node connection’s deformability doesn’t depend on the type of beam and existence or absence of angle stiffener.

Calculations allow us to make a conclusion that deformability’s accounting of bearing construction provides to the increase of collected direct stresses of 15-20%. Therefore, when calculating we should use a coefficient which takes into account an effect of node connections’ deformability on the state of stress of thin-walled beam. It equals to 1.2. Coefficient of node connections’ deformability doesn’t depend on the type of bending beam and existence of angle stiffener because a deformability is about a deformation of guided profiles’ board.
4 Conclusions

Analysis of test results showed that the girders’ sustaining capacity strongly depends on the thickness of steel - increase in profile’s thickness of 0.5 mm gave an increase in the girders’ sustaining capacity of about 25%.

The use of strengthening ribs has a significant impact on the local loss of stability and allows to save the section of the central profile’s part almost unchanged, but doesn’t produce a significant effect when used in floor beams - sustaining capacity increased by only 10%.

It was considered a deformability of node connections expressed by deformations of shelves guide’s profiles. According to the calculation, the normal tensioning is in the end sections of thin-walled beams, taking into account that the deformability increases by 1.2 times.

Compliance coefficient of node connection does not depend on the type of beam’s bend and the presence or absence of ribs.
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